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English
In English this week we have come to the 
end of our sentence stacking based on the 
animation, Feast. We were all pleased that 
there was a happy ending and there was 
lots of excellent writing inspired by the 

animation; we have been focusing on using 
alliteration, similes, repetition and relative 
clauses! Next week, we will be thinking of 

characters and settings to write our version 
of the story. 



Maths 
In maths we have just finished our 

first topic of Place Value. This week we 
continued to focus on rounding 

numbers. We practiced rounding to the 
nearest 100 and then we moved on to 
rounding to the nearest 1000. We have 

used number lines as well as our 
knowledge of counting in hundreds 

and thousands to help us round 
accurately. 

PE 
In both Basketball and Hockey we 

have looked at the shooting this week. 
In Basketball we learnt how to hold 

the ball and position our hands to aim 
accurately at the net; we then 

combined our dibbling, passing and 
shooting skills. In Hockey we used the 

push pass to aim at a goal and we 
challenged ourselves to make the goal 

as narrow as we could!



Art 
In Art we learnt some techniques for 

drawing in 3D. We used this to help us 
draw the Ancient Egyptian pyramids 
and we also thought about how we 
could use colour to show the texture, 

shadow and tone of the bricks. 



Science 
This week we moved on from learning 

about teeth to look at the human digestive 
system. We began by sharing what we 

already know about the digestive system. 
Next, we drew around a friend and we 

added labels and drawings to show what 
we thought the digestive system looked 
like. We looked at diagrams and videos, 

and then we edited our drawings to show 
what the digestive system really looks like. 

We were all surprised at how long the 
intestines are! We finished the lesson by 
making miniature models of the digestive 

system. 






